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About this resource
We know that your time is limited, so we’ve designed this resource to make it easy for you to share
what you’ve learned from our virtual community event.
This resource will enable you to deliver your own CPD session for your colleagues and it includes
activities and resources linked to the virtual community topics to:
• remind you of the topics covered during the event so you can brief colleagues or run a similar
session with your team
• provide follow on activities and discussion areas for you and your team so the content can be
taken further and applied or embedded in your school or college.

Resources available

•
•
•

A copy of the PowerPoint from the meeting with notes for the presenter
Follow on pathways showing the topics covered during the meeting and ways to develop them
A pre and post meeting confidence check questionnaire to benchmark confidence of
colleagues around the topic of your session.

We hope this gives you the opportunity to make the most of the time you invested in attending the
event.
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Follow-on pathways
This section takes topics, discussion or activities from the virtual communities meeting and
provides suggestions of areas for development and follow-on activities you can do with your
colleagues.

Activity 1: Overcoming maths anxiety
•
•

Look at the eight strategies for overcoming maths anxiety/promoting a growth mindset.
Consider/discuss what this looks like in your classrooms, what small changes could you make
in your classroom to promote a growth mindset?

Activity 2: Developing students’ confidence and independence
when problem solving
•
•
•

Look at the examples of AO2 and AO3 questions with the ‘boxing up’ template below.
Attempt to solve each question using ‘boxing up’.
Is ‘boxing up’ a strategy that you think would work well with your students? If so, how will you
share this strategy with them?

Activity 3: Encouraging all students to contribute during lessons
•
•
•

Look at the examples of the ‘ask a question/make a comment’, ‘do now’ activities.
Consider/discuss the range of responses the students in your classes might give.
Design your own ‘ask a question/make a comment’, ‘do now’ activities by adapting questions
from Exampro.

Activity 4: Using progress maps to enable students to regulate
their learning
•
•
•

Look at the progress maps provided in this pack.
Discuss the ways in which you could use these in your lessons.
Attempt to create a progress map for a future unit of work, alternatively look at the progress
maps available on mixedattainmentmaths.com and adapt one of these to suit a future unit of
work.
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Confidence checks
Rate the area of development statements according to your confidence where 0 is not confident at
all and 5 is very confident.

Before the meeting
Rating

Reasons/notes

Objective 1:
Maths anxiety
I know strategies
to help
overcome maths
anxiety in
students.
Objective 2:
Problem
solving
I know
strategies to
develop
students’
confidence and
independence
when problem
solving.
Objective 3:
Range of prior
knowledge
I know
strategies to
support
students to
learn effectively
in classes with
a range of prior
knowledge.
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Activity 1: Overcoming maths anxiety
Here are some strategies that you could use for developing a growth mindset/overcoming maths
anxiety in the classroom:
1. Give students a strong voice in the learning process and a sense of purpose.
2. Encourage students to reflect on how they learn and how they can develop their skills as
learners.
3. Encourage students to reflect on their progress and how to improve.
4. Build resilience by supporting students to develop and use strategies when they get stuck.
5. Ensure that feedback is formative and includes a dialogue between student and teacher and
student and peer.
6. Celebrate mistakes as opportunities to move learning forward.
7. Promote the language of the ‘growth mindset’.
8. Celebrate effort and progress over attainment.
The image below is an example of a sticker that you could put on the front of students’ books to
remind them of this style of classroom ethos. This is one of the cultures of learning that you could
promote in your classroom to help students overcome maths anxiety and encourage a growth
mindset.
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Activity 2: Developing students’ confidence and independence
when problem solving
'Boxing up' is a 'talk for writing' which enables students to self scaffold multistep, functional, 'wordy'
or AO3 problems.
The next four pages have examples of AQA exam questions and the ‘boxing up’ template so that
you can try this strategy with a class.

Zeb Friedman. Originated from work done with Helen Hindle
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In an office there are twice as many females as males.
1

of the females wear glasses.

3

of the males wear glasses.

4
8

84 people in the office wear glasses. Work out the number of people in the office.
June 2017, Paper 1 (Higher), Question 25

What is the question asking me?
What information do I already
have?

What methods or formulae will I be
using?
Will a diagram help?

What calculations/working out do I
need to do?

How can I check that my answer is
correct?
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Hanif makes green paint by mixing blue paint and yellow paint in the ratio
blue : yellow = 7 : 3
He buys blue paint in 50-litre containers, each costing £225
He buys yellow paint in 20-litre containers, each costing £80
He wants to sell the green paint in 5-litre tins
He wants to make 40% profit on each tin.
How much should he sell each tin for?
June 2019, Paper 3 (Higher), Question 21

What is the question asking me?
What information do I already
have?

What methods or formulae will I be
using?
Will a diagram help?

What calculations/working out do I
need to do?

How can I check that my answer is
correct?
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In rectangle ABCD, triangle ABE is equilateral. Triangle CDE is isosceles, with CE = DE
Work out the size of angle x.

June 2019, Paper 3 (Foundation), Question 10
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What is the question asking me?
What information do I already
have?

What methods or formulae will I be
using?
Will a diagram help?

What calculations/working out do I
need to do?

How can I check that my answer is
correct?
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June 2019, Paper 2 (Higher), Question 19

What is the question asking me?
What information do I already
have?

What methods or formulae will I be
using?
Will a diagram help?

What calculations/working out do I
need to do?

How can I check that my answer is
correct?
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Activity 3: Encouraging all students to contribute during lessons
In a class with a wide range of prior knowledge, it is useful to start with an open discussion point
that is accessible to all students.
•
•

Open discussion points provide opportunities for students to explain their reasoning and ensure
that all students can contribute in a meaningful way.
They are a great way for teachers to assess prior understanding and identify and address
misconceptions.

Whilst the students are thinking about the discussion point, it’s really helpful to circulate the room
listening to students’ conversations and noticing what they are writing down. This will help you to
identify which students to call upon to contribute first, so that each contribution builds upon the
previous ones.
You may also consider it useful to think about the types of questions and comments you’d expect
to hear and the type of misconceptions students commonly have. This could prepare you to
respond to students' contributions, draw out any key ideas and make sure they are shared.
Below are some examples of AQA Exampro questions which have been turned into ‘ask a
question/make a comment’ discussion points. These diagrams can be used in a lesson by
displaying them on the board and inviting students to either ask you something about the diagram
or tell you something that they know or can work out.
How might the students in your class respond when invited to ask a question or make a comment
about each diagram?

Ask a question/make a
comment
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Activity 4: Using progress maps to enable students to regulate
their learning
Progress maps are a useful tool in classes with a range of prior knowledge as they enable the
teacher to be aware of each individual student’s prior knowledge of a topic at the start of a unit of
work. They also enable the teacher to track individual progress across a unit of work and therefore,
ensure that all students are supported and challenged.
Progress maps make progress visible to students, they can ‘see’ themselves developing new
knowledge and skills over time and they enable students to regulate their own learning by making
the next steps in learning clear.
How to use progress maps:
1. Students complete a mini assessment at the start of a unit of work to identify their start point on
the progress map.
2. Students then choose their task each lesson based upon what they need to learn next in order
to make progress. (It is very important that students do not all start on task one and work their
way through the easier tasks in order to reach the harder tasks.)
3. Students tick and date the statements from the progress map when they feel that they have
developed each skill/knowledge.
4. The teacher should encourage students to select tasks for themselves and foster a classroom
culture in which students seek challenge.
5. It remains the teacher's responsibility to monitor task choice and redirect students who have
selected inappropriately.
6. Students are assessed again at the end of each unit of work. The teacher and the students can
then compare the start of unit and end of unit progress map to see which skills/knowledge the
student gained and developed across the unit of work.
The next three pages contain examples of progress maps, you can also find further progress
maps, including the pre-teaching mini assessments and the end of unit assessment tasks on
mixedattainmentmaths.com
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Confidence checks
After the meeting
Rating

Reasons/notes

Objective 1:
Maths anxiety
I know
strategies to
help overcome
maths anxiety in
students.
Objective 2:
Problem
solving
I know
strategies to
develop
learners’
confidence and
independence
when problem
solving.
Objective 3:
Range of prior
knowledge
I know
strategies to
support
students to
learn effectively
in classes with a
range of prior
knowledge.
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Planning for the future
Questions for consideration
What areas have you identified as strengths using the confidence check?
How might you develop these further?
What areas have you identified as areas for development?
How might you build confidence in these areas?
How might some of the learning from the virtual community/CPD session impact your department?
What changes could you make based on outcomes of the CPD session?
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Notes
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Contact us
Our friendly team will be happy to support you between 8am and 5pm, Monday to Friday.

Tel: 0161 957 3852
Email: maths@aqa.org.uk
Twitter: @AQAMaths
aqa.org.uk
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